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ABSTRACT
The results of an evaluation of the performance of the Lunar Orbiter
I and II imaging systems, based upon the quality of the reconstructed photo-
graphy, is presented. The evaluation procedures were developed during
the earlier phases of the study and are reported elsewhere.
The performance of both imaging systems with respect to signal
detail rendition was nominal. The noise level measurements yielded data
that were smaller than the nominal values, but consistent with the excessive
exposures attained on most of the frames analyzed. The data representing
the dc signal level response did exhibit some variations, possibly caused
by a nonlinear response of the ground reconstruction system or incomplete
processing of the film in the spacecraft. In addition, the medium resolution
photographic frames were overexposed such that most of the recorded
densities are outside the range where sensitometric control is provided.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
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The results of an analysis of the quality of the monoscopic photographs
received from the Lunar Orbiter I and II spacecraft are presented in this
report. They include the measured values of the quality parameters specified
in the Phase I Final Report (1) and the associated values for the system
performance criteria described in the Phase II Final Report (2). This
document does not contain a detailed description of the techniques used or
a complete discussion of the intermediate results of the analysis. Such
descriptions and results can be found in the Phase II Final Report. The
purpose of the report is to provide the reader with the results of the mission
analyses.
The remainder of this report consists of three sections: a presen-
tation of background information, a description of the measured quality
parameters, and a presentation of the resulting system performance
criteria. The background section serves to remind the reader of the
general classification of quality parameters and the functions or quantities
which were selected in each of the classes to describe the quality of the
Lunar Orbiter Photographs. In addition, it describes several minor
differences in the analysis procedures between Lunar Orbiter I and Lunar
Orbiter II.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED.
2. BACKGROUND
Quality parameters usually can be divided into three general classes;
namely, factors which describe signal level, noise level, and signal detail
rendition. In order to describe the quality of a Lunar Orbiter photograph,
one or more parameters from each of these three classes had to be selected
and techniques established whereby these parameters could be measured
from the reconstructed GRE film. This was done during the Phase I
effort (1)
The factor describing signal level must relate the input dc signal
level (exposure on the spacecraft film) to the output signal level (GRE film
density). Because of the nonlinear response of the spacecraft film, it is
convenient to separate the total response into two functions describing
signal level. These are the Hurter-Driffield response curve for the space-
craft film and the linear response characteristic relating the transmittance
of the spacecraft film to the recorded GRE density. The step tablet in the
pre-exposed edge data array provides a convenient source of data for the
measurement of the total response. Measurements are made of average
density of each of the nine steps in the step tablet and the corresponding
relative exposures obtained from data supplied by the Eastman Kodak
Company. The separation of the total response into the two selected functions
is accomplished by utilizing "nominal" transmittance values obtained from
independent measurements made using a sample of bimat processed film
acquired from the same roll which supplied the actual flight film. The
relationship between SO-243 transmittance and GRE density is determined
by employing statistical fitting techniques on these transmittance values
and measured GRE densities. Finally, using the resulting response,
measured GRE densities are converted to transmittance or density on the
spacecraft film and combined with the relative exposure values to yield a
Hurter-Driffield response curve.
.& single quantity was chosen to describe the noise level of the system.
This quantity is the total noise power observed in the GRE image within
that spatial frequency occupied by the signal; namely, +__20 lines/mm at the
GRE film scale. Since the noise power introduced by the spacecraft film
and by the GRE film are both functions of density, the total noise power is
measured in the region of the average density of the G1RE image. In order
to measure the total noise power, one of the uniform steps of the step
tablet in the pre-exposed edge data array is selected. The variance of the
density trace obtained by scanning the selected area with an appropriate
microdensitometer aperture can be computed to establish the total noise
power. Although the details of the data acquisition and reduction techniques
are not to be given in this report, it should be mentioned that additional
numerical filtering techniques are employed to remove the scan line
structure from the microdensitometer trace and to limit the observed density
fluctuations to the desired bandwidth.
The most complete way to describe the signal detail rendition of a
system is to employ a factor called the modulation transfer function. In the
case of the Lunar Orbiter photographic system, a nonlinear element in the
system, namely the spacecraft film, indicated that a two-step evaluation
procedure is desirable. In this procedure, which is detailed in the Phase
II FinalReport (2), two separate modulation transfer functions are measured;
one describing the signal detail rendition of the camera system, and the
other describing the signal detail rendition of the communications link.
These are referred to as the camera system modulation transfer function
and the scanner-communications-GRS modulation transfer function, res-
pectively. All techniques for measuring modulation transfer functions
employ a test object whose spatial frequency content is known and can be
compared to the resulting frequency content of the image of this object.
The shadow-to-sunlight edge, interior to the crater, provides the test object
used to evaluate a camera system modulation transfer function. The
evaluation of the scanner-communications-G1RS modulation function on
the other hand is made using an edge of the step tablet in the pre-exposed
edge data array. Microdensitometer traces are made across the selected
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test objects on the reconstructed GRE film and combined with auxiliary data
to evaluate the corresponding modulation transfer function using numerical
computation techniques. The use of this two-step evaluation procedure re-
quires the ability to convert GRE density to relative exposure on the space-
craft film. If the photography is so overexposed that any of the exposures
lie outside the range of sensitometric control, the procedure becomes in-
accurate or impossible to use. An alternative approximate technique which
ignores the nonlinearity on the imaging system was developed in the Phase II
effort (2) for use in such circumstances. Due to the overexposure of the
medium resolution photography of Lunar Orbiter I, this procedure is employed
in the evaluation of that photography. Although the exposure of the photo-
graphs of Lunar Orbiter IIwas improved, sensitometric conversion
problems still prevented the use of the two-step procedure and the alternative
approximate technique is also used in this evaluation. In addition to these
departures, a minor difference in the data processing procedures existed
between Lunar Orbiter I and II. Numerical filtering techniques are employed
to eliminate the scan line structure from the microdensitometer traces
obtained scanning the GRE film of Mission I, while for Mission II, an
electronic filter incorporated in the microdensitometer circuitry is utilized
for this purpose. The response of both filters is equivalent and canbe found
in the Phase III Final Report (3). In all cases, removal of the noise power
in the edge traces at frequencies below the scan line frequency is accomplished
by employing hand smoothing techniques.
The flow diagram presented in Fig. I summarizes the evaluation of
photographic quality, including the measurement of the quality parameters
described above. It should be noted that the quality parameters are inputs
to computational programs which evaluate the system performance criteria.
These criteria consist of a signal-to-noise ratio for detecting a right circular
cone on the lunar surface and the variance of the measurement of the brightness
longitude (or slope) for a uniform square area onthe lunar surface.
The nature of the measurement techniques used to evaluate the quality
parameters necessitates that statistical procedures be used. Consequently,
several microdensitometer scans are made across shadow-to-sunlight edges
and the corresponding imaging system modulation transfer functions deter-
mined. The average of these individual measurements of the transfer function
represent the measured value of this quality parameter. As the number of
the individual measurements increases, the confidence which one has in the
average values increases. In the Phase II effort (2), it was concluded that
about 25 measurements of each of the individual transfer functions would be
required to attain the desired reliability in the corresponding average values.
Studies concerning the required number of individual measurements of
total noise power indicated that about seven measurements are reasonable.
In a similar fashion, when measuring the signal level quality parameters,
the average density of each of the nine steps of the step tablet of pre-exposed
edge data array is evaluated using the steps from i0 or more of the frame-
lets in the frame being analyzed. An analysis employing the number of measure-
ments described above constitutes a detailed or "high level" analysis. In
such analyses, the resulting quality parameters will have been measured to
a sufficient accuracy so that the reliability of the resulting system per-
formance criteria is approximately 6070to 11070.
The evaluation of the photographic performance of Lunar Orbiter I is
confined to the medium resolution (8 meter) photography since the high
resolution photography is obviously badly blurred by image motion. The
evaluation was divided into two levels. In a high level analysis, the number
of measurements made for each photograph to estimate the performance
within 6% to 11% accuracy is described above. In a low level analysis, the
number of measurements made for each of the quality parameters is reduced.
The purpose of this analysis is to establish whether the additional frames
analyzed at this level would vary significantly from those already analyzed
at the high level, if they were analyzed at the high level also. In answering
this question, the same quality parameters which were measured for the
frames analyzed at the high level are also measured for the additional frames
under examination. Since the number of individual measurements which are
averaged to determine the quality parameter is reduced, the reliability
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attained in the quality parameters is decreased. The following reductions
in the quantity of data employed in the analysis are made. In measuring
signal level, the number of individual step tablets employed in the analysis
is reduced from 15 to approximately 5. The total noise power is determined
from two mlcrodensitometer scans rather than seven, and the total system
frequency response is determined from approximately 6 to 12 scans across
the shadow-to-sunlight edges rather than the 25 employed in the high level
analys is.
The analysis of the Mission I photographs employed I0 medium
resolution frames, four of these frames were analyzed at the high level,
and the additional 6 frames were analyzed at the low level. One frame was
chosen from each of the I0 sites photographed by Lunar Orbiter I. Table IA
presents some of the associated [nforrnation for each of the selected frames.
The required m[crodensitometer scans were made from one of the two
original GRE films recorded at the DSIF site.
Tab le ]A





































The analysis of the Mission II photographs employed 13 medium
resolution frames and 13 high resolution frames. One of each type of frame
was chosen from each of the 13 sites photographed by Lunar Orbiter II.
The structure of the analysis was altered to increase the effectiveness of
the performance evaluation. Since no significant difference in the imaging
system modulation transfer function was observed among the measurements
made inthe evaluation of Mission I, itwas decided to evaluate the system
modulation transfer function at each end of Mission II in order to save the
time which would be required to obtain edge traces from all 26 frames to
be analyzed. If no significant difference in response were noted, it would
be assumed that the system response remained constant at the average of
the two samples throughout the mission. The analysis of the remaining
quality parameters (signal and noise level) was made on each frame at
the high level so that, in effect, there was no low level analysis in the
evaluation of Mission II photography. Table 1B presents some of the
associated information for each of the selected frames. The required
microdensitometer scans were made from one of the two original GRE films
recorded at the DSlF site.
Table ]B
MISSION TI FRAMES ANALYZED








































The combined results obtained from our evaluation of the photographic
performance of Lunar Orbiters I and II are presented in the following two
sections. The measured values of the various quality parameters are
presented according to classification in Section 3 and the resulting values
of the system performance criteria are given in Section 4. The final section
presents the conclusions obtained from our evaluation.
3. MEASURED VALUES OF THE QUALITY PARAMETERS
The values measured for the quality parameters selected to represent
the quality of the Lunar Orbiter photographs are presented in this section
for each of the I0 medium resolution frames used in the analysis of Mission
I and for each of the 26 frames used in the analysis of Mission II.
As indicated in the introduction, two functions were selected as quality
parameters to represent the manner in which the dc signal level is trans-
mitted by the complete Lunar Orbiter imaging system. These functions
are the Hurter-Driffield response curve for the SO-243 film in the space-
craft and the relationship between the transmittance of the SO-243 film and
the density recorded on the GRE film. Measurements are made of the
density of each of the nine steps in the step tablet in several of the framelets
composing each frame. The individual measurements for each framelet
of the frame are averaged to determine an average density for each of the
nine steps in the step tablet. The resulting average densities are combined
with nominal values for the transmittance of steps on the spacecraft film
to establish the relationship between the transmittance and the recorded
GRE density for each frame. Least square techniques are then employed
to compute the relationship between the data. While under nominal con-
ditions this relationship is expected to be linear as the Mission I data
indicates, most of the results of the Mission II measurements show that
a quadratic regression analysis yields significantly lower residual errors
than did a linear regression analysis.
Figs. 2 through 4 contain the results of the measurements for the
i0 Mission I frames analyzed. Figs. 5 through ii contain the results
of the measurements for the 26 frames analyzed from the Mission II data.
In addition to the nine points corresponding to the measurements of average
density made for each of the nine steps of the step tablet, the figures
include + sigma error bars representing the deviation of the individual
measurements made on several framelets in each frame, and the fitted
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regression indicated by the solid line. As noted, with the exception of
MRF 61, 144, and 207 from Mission I and MRF 46, MRF 174, and HRF 99
from Mission II, the results do not exhibit a linear characteristic.
Several effects can produce a nonlinear characteristic. This would
occur if (i) the measured values of the average GRE densities were incorrect
due to measurement errors or kinescope flare light, (2) the actual values
of transmittance of each step on the spacecraft film were not equal to their
"nominal" values because of radiation exposure, processing variations or
variations in the exposure of the edge print camera, and (3) the transmittance
to density response were, in fact, truly nonlinear. Subsequent analysis
of the voltage signals received at the GRE for three of the frames employed
in the Mission II evaluation indicated that the primary source of the non-
linear response was the GRE equipment. The secondary source of the
nonlinearity can most probably be attributed to the fact that the processing
of the S0-243 film in the spacecraft was not performed under nominal
conditions. In the analysis of the Mission I data, the GRE response was
assumed to be linear, while in the Mission II analysis, the nonlinearity
was wholly attributed to the GRE. The actual effect in both cases is small,
however, and produces no significant difference in the final evaluation of
system performance.
Since the GRE density is the only quantity which can be measured
directly from the Lunar Orbiter photographs, it is reasonable to assume
that the fitted equation would be used to predict SO-243 transmittance from
known values of GRE density. Therefore, the GRE density can be regarded
as an independent variable, while the SO-243 transmittance is the dependent
variable. Consequently, the least squares technique is used to compute
the quadratic regression of SO-243 transmittance on GRE density in the
form
The resulting values of k , _ , and _ completely specify the quality
parameter. In the case of the Mission I data analysis, the term
set equal to zero, thus forcing a linear regression analysis.
(i)
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Once the response from the transmittance of the SO-243 film to GRE
density has been determined, this relationship can be used to convert the
measured values of ORE density for each of the steps of the step tablet to
the corresponding values of SO-243 transmittance. To evaluate the second
quality parameter associated with signal level; namely, the Hurter-Driff[eld
response curve of the spacecraft film (i.e., SO-Z43 film), it is only necessary
to convert the values of transmittance to density and plot these values as a
function of the log of the relative exposure of each of the steps in the step
tablet. When a relative exposure of 1.0 is arbitrarily assigned to the first
step, v[z., log exposure of 0. 0, the log exposure of the remaining steps can
be computed by employing the known change in log exposure between steps
for the reticle used on producing the flight film. In the case of the Lunar
Orbiter I and II, reticle No. 8 was used in the edge print camera. Table 2
presents the relative log exposure for each of the steps in the step tablet.
These values are combined with the values of SO-Z43 density determined
Table 2
RELATIVE LOG EXPOSURE FOR
RETICLE NO. 8
STEP RELATIVE










BASEDUPON THE Z_{LOG E) INCRE-
MENTS SPECIFIED IN L-O20_95-KU,
6 HAY 1966.
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from the measured values of GRE density using the relationships for each
of the frames given in the previous figures. The resulting Hurter-Driffield
response curves are shown in Figs. 12 through 197:'. It is convenient to
express response curves in terms of an analytic expression given by
where
c
and F- is the exposure. This analytic function is fitted to the data using
nonlinear parametric estimation techniques which minimize the sum of
squares deviation. This technique was applied to each of the frames shown
in Figs. 12 through 19 and the resulting parametric form is represented
by the solid line in each part of the figure. The dashed curve is the same
parametric form fitted to data obtained from a sample of bimat processed
film taken from the rolls which provided the flight film for Lunar Orbiters I
and II. This curve, therefore, represents what may be considered the
nominal curve for each mission.
In addition to evaluating the spacecraft film transmittance-to-GRE
density characteristics and the Hurter-Driffield response of the spacecraft
film, there is one other measurement that is made in the evaluation pro-
cedures which is part of the analysis of the signal level quality of the imaging
system. The measurements described above related the output signal (GRE
density) to a relative input signal. To specify the absolute operation point
of the system, it is convenient to measure the average density in the re-
constructed photograph. We estimate this density by measuring the average
density of flat areas near the nadir in the reconstructed photograph ...... . Tables
.,_ .i.
_l- -r
The Mission I results are presented only for the four frames analyzed at
the high level. The low level analysis results are quite similar and some-
what unintere sting.
Typical examples of selected areas are given in the photograph presented
in Fig. 28 and are labeled with the letters A through G.
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3A and 3B present the results of Mission I and II, respectively. Included
in the table is the number of the gray level in the step tablet which has
the closest density to the measured value for the flat surface in the scene.
Those cases where the measured value is less than that for Step 9 are
indicated by the letters "OE" for overexposed.
Tab ie 3A




































OE: OVEREXPOSED- GRE DENSITY BELOWSTEP 9
Another quality parameter selected for the Lunar Orbiter photographs,
describing the noise level in the system, is the total noise power observed
in the GRE image within the spatial frequency band occupied by the signal.
This quality parameter is measured by scanning uniformly exposed areas
on the GRE film with the m[crodens[tometer. The most convenient areas
are the uniform steps or gray levels in the step tablet. Apart from the
scan line structure in the GRE image, the variations in the microdensi-
tometer trace are produced by the noise added to the signal originating on
the spacecraft film. The total noise power can be evaluated by computing
the variance of the observed density fluctuations after the scan lines have
been removed. Since the noise power contributed by the spacecraft film
15
Tab ie 3B





















































































OE: OVEREXPOSED- ERE DENSITY BELOWSTEP 9
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and by the reconstructing film are both dependent upon the signal level, the
gray level of the step tablet chosen to evaluate the total noise power indicated
previously in Tables 3A and 3B is selected sothat its density (inthe GRE
image) is close to the density produced by a flat region of the lunar surface
near the nadir in the frame being analyzed. This criterion was selected
since this density should be reasonably close to the average density of the
photograph. Since the value of the total noise power is independent of the
direction [nwhich the film is scanned, traces are made perpendicular to
the scan line in the G1RE image. Scans were made across the appropriate
step of the step tablet in approximately seven framelets for each of the
frames analyzed at the high level in Mission I and all the frames analyzed
in Mission II. The average total noise power determined from the individual
measurements on each framelet represents the value of this quality para-
meter. Tables 4.4 and 4B contain the results of the measurements for each
of the frames analyzed in Mission I and Mission II, respectively. The
standard deviation associated with the measured value of total noise power
Table q.A
MEASUREDVALUESOF TOTAL
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elN UNITS OF DENSITY2 ON GRE FILM
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Table qB
MEASURED VALUES OF TOTAL NOISE POWER MISSION II
TOTAL NOISE STANDARD EQUIVALENT









































































































IN UNITS OF DENSITY2 ON GRE FILN
is also presented in the tables . This quantity is based upon the observed
deviation of the individual measurements made on each framelet and re-
presents the variation in the total noise power which could be expected if
the computations were to be repeated. .As a convenience, the percentage
corresponding to the standard deviation is also shown.
..:..
Because of the reduction in the number of measurements in the low level
analysis of the Mission I frames, the deviation cannot be reliably evaluated
from the data and is not presented in the table.
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The final quality parameter selected for the Lunar Orbiter photographs
described the signal detail rendition of the imaging system. This parameter
includes the effect of the scanner-communlcations-GRS modulation transfer
function and the camera system modulation transfer function. To measure
transfer functions, a test object must be selected which has sufficient detail
to be degraded by the system. The amount of degradation is then measured
by comparing the spectrum of the image to that of the object for the test
target selected. The edges in the pre-exposed edge data array provide con-
venient targets for evaluation of the detail rendition of the combined scanner-
communications-GiRS system since these edges are printed onto the film
independently of either lens in the spacecraft. An edge is selected between
one of the steps of the step tablet in the array and the background region.
This edge is scanned by the microdensitometer using a narrow slit aperture
and the resultant density trace employed to evaluate the combined scanner-
communications-GRS modulation transfer function. In addition to this trace,
the initial sharpness of the edge target selected must be known. If the edge
were extremely sharp, this additional information could be eliminated. In
the present case, however, the initial sharpness of the edge is measured
by employing a sample of bimat processed spacecraft film containing the
edge data and obtained from the same roll of film which actually supplied
the film for the mission. From the results obtained in the Phase II study,
it was concluded that the edges of Steps 5, 6 and 7 provided the most likely
candidates for evaluating the transfer function. Consequently, the sharpness
of these edges were evaluated from the bimat processed film sample of
Mission I. About i0 edge traces (samples) are required for reasonable
precision of this sharpness measurement. The resulting sharpness response
functions from the Mission I evaluation are presented in Fig. 20. From
this figure, we see that the edges of Steps 5 and 6 are equally sharp and
consequently both were employed in evaluating the scanner-communications-
GRS modulation transfer function. Since the edge of Step 7 was eliminated
in the Mission I evaluation, only the sharpness of the edges of Steps 5 and
6 was measured in the Mission II evaluation and shown in Fig. 21.
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An error analysis made during the Phase II study indicated that the
established procedure would estimate the modulation transfer function
accurately at spatial frequencies below that corresponding to the 50%
sharpness response point for the edge targets selected. From the previous
two figures, we see that this limit is about 60 lines/mm in the Mission I
and II evaluations.
To evaluate the transfer function, the edges of Steps 5 and 6 were
scanned in at least 25 of the framelets composing the frames selected for
a high level analysis from Mission I and the individual transfer functions
measured from each of the edge traces were averaged. The results of
these measurements are shown in Figs. 22 to 25. Included in each figure
is the number of edges used and a 95o/0 confidence band shown by dashed
lines. It is evident, from the results, that the performance of the portion
of the imaging system from the scanner to the reconstructed imagery did
not change during the course of the mission. Consequently, in the Mission
II evaluation a different measurement procedure was employed. Instead
of evaluating the transfer function for each frame analyzed (i.e., 13 high
and 13 medium resolution frames), the evaluation was only made twice;
once for a frame at the beginning of the mission (#13) and once for a frame
near the end of the mission (#183). Since there is no apparent difference
inthetransfer functions below the 60 line/mm limit between the beginning
and end of the mission, these results were averaged to determine the
value of the scanner-communications-GRS modulation transfer function
for the entire mission as shown in Fig. 26.
In addition to the gray levels and the associated edges which were
used above, the pre-exposed data array also contains a series of square
wave test patterns. These patterns could have been employed to evaluate
the scanner-communications-GRS transfer function instead of the edges,
however, they have several disadvantages. Most important is the fact
that the lowest spatial frequency square wave patterns is 32 lines/mm,
whereas the region of lower frequencies is of primary importance in the
performance evaluation. The acquisition and reduction of the square
wave data, although straightforward, is not as easily automated as the
2O
procedures employing an edge trace. To show that equivalent results are
obtained from both methods, an analysis of the scanner-communications-GiRS
MTF was made from both the high and low contrast square wave patterns
in medium resolution frame 61 of Lunar Orbiter I. It was assumed that the
test patterns were essentially undegraded on the reticle in the edge print
camera and that they are degraded by the edge print camera in the process of
exposing the reticle onto the spacecraft film. This degradation can be
measured in the form of an effective frequency response much like the
sharpness of the edges was evaluated above. The square wave test patterns
on the bimat processed sample of spacecraft were scanned with a micro-
densitometer on six framelets and the normalized square wave response
evaluated from the resulting traces In a similar fashion, the square
wave patterns were scanned in six frarnelets of the reconstructed image
of MIRF 61 and a normalized square wave response determined. In this
case, the response includes the effects of both the edge print camera and
the scanner through the reconstruction portion of the Lunar Orbiter imaging
system. It is a straightforward process to convert square wave response
to sine wave response or transfer function (4). The effect of the edge
print camera can be removed by dividing the latter transfer function by the
former in analogy to the correction for edge sharpness used earlier. This
procedure was followed for the bar patterns of 32, 40, 50, 63 and 80 iines/mm.
The measured responses are shown as triangles in Fig. 22 which includes
the results of the edge analysis described earlier. The results begin to
deviate considerably at 50 ilnes/mm, however, this is sufficiently close
to the 60 iines/mm limit of accuracy established by the sharpness of the
edge test objects to be expected.
The second transfer function which describes signal detail rendition
is the camera system modulation transfer function. The target selected
to evaluate this transfer function is the shadow-to-sunlight edge interior
To evaluate the normalized response, the initial modulation of the square
waves on the reticle must be known. Since this information was not
available, the initial modulation was assumed to be constant for all the
bar objects regardless of frequency and was estimated by extrapolation
of the measured modulations to zero spatial frequency.
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to a crater. This edge is affected by both the camera system and the
scanner-communications-GRS system. Therefore, to evaluate the camera
system modulation transfer function alone, the edge must be corrected for
the effect of the combined scanner-communications-GRS system by employing
the modulation transfer function measured above. This evaluation procedure
requires that the measured edge trace be converted from GRE density to
relative exposure on the spacecraft film. Due to the overexposure of most
of the medium resolution frames on both Missions I and II, the recorded
GRE densities of the image are below the density of the last step of the
step tablet. This condition also exists for high resolution frame 13 of
Mission II. Consequently_ sensitometry or photometric calibration does
not exist for conversion of GRE density to relative exposure. As a result
of this situation, the measured GRE density values for the shadow-to-sun-
light crater edge cannot be reliably converted to camera exposure and
therefore the established data reduction techniques cannot be employed.
Fortunately, however, an alternative method was developed during
the Phase II program for performing the required analysis. This method
requires that the test object (i.e., the shadow-to-sunlight edge) be a
relatively low contrast object . In this case, the nonlinearity of the space-
craft film can be ignored. The excessive exposure of the photographic
frames, in addition to placing the GRE densities in a region where
sensitometry is not available, also has the effect of compressing the density
range across the selected test target, reducing its contrast. In this case,
the effective modulation transfer function for the entire imaging system
(that is, the combined camera system and scanner-communications-GRS
system) can be evaluated by employing the smoothed shadow-to-sunlit edge
trace in the same data reduction programs used previously to evaluate
the scanner-communications-GRS modulation transfer function.
The analysis of even high contrast objects by means of the alternative
method described here yields results which are found to have sufficient
accuracy for the analysis of the system performance.
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In the Mission I high level analysis and in the Mission II evaluation,
approximately 25 craters were selected near the center of each of the frames
analyzed and the corresponding shadow-to-sunlit edges scanned, employing
a narrow slit in the sun plane direction (i.e., normal to the shadow-to-
sunlit edge). Fig. 27 is a reproduction of medium resolution frame 144
which is one of the four frames analyzed at the high level in Mission I.
The craters selected in the frame are indicated by the circles in the enlarged
section of the frame presented in Fig. 28. The resulting edge traces were
processed to remove the scan line structure and hand smoothed to reduce the
noise within the signal band. The modulation transfer function for the entire
imaging system is determined by differentiating and taking a Fourier trans-
form. The individual measurements of modulation transfer function from
the edge interior to each of the craters selected in a frame are averaged
to determine the desired quality parameters. As in the case for the evaluation
of the scanner-communications-GRS modulation transfer function, the
structure of the evaluation was different for Mission I and Mission II photo-
graphy.
In the Mission I evaluation, the transfer function was measured for
each of the frames analyzed except that at least 25 samples (i. e., different
crater shadow-to-sunlight edges) were used in the frame analyzed at the
high level and about 10 samples for those analyzed at the low level. Figs.
29 through 38 present the results. In the Mission II evaluation, the transfer
function was measured for both the high resolution system and the medium
resolution system in one frame at the beginning, and in one frame at the
end of the mission using about Z0 samples in each frame. Again, because
there is no significant difference between the two results, they were com-
bined to yield the result in Fig. 39 for the medium resolution system and
in Fig. 40 for the high resolution system.
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4. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
The system performance criteria are evaluated by using the measured
values of the quality parameters reported in Section 2. These criteria are
designed to aid in evaluating the performance of the Lunar Orbiter photo-
graphic system from the camera exposure to the density recorded on the
GRE film. Two criteria were developed under the Phase II effort (2). One
criterion is the variance in the measurement of brightness longitude or
slope angle for a uniform square area inclined toward, or away from, the
sun. The amount of inclination and the size of the area are incidental
parameters which may be varied to develop different values of this criterion.
It is a function of all of the quality parameters in each of the three classes;
namely, noise level, signal level, and signal detail rendition. In the case
of the signal level quality parameters, this criterion _s dependent upon
the absolute sensitometry of the system; that is, the GRE density corre-
sponding to the absolute exposure on the spacecraft film. Due to the
excessive exposure on most of Mission I frames and on some of the medium
resolution frames in Mission II, however, the sensitometry was not
available to convert densities to exposure. In this case, the relative
exposure on Step 9 was selected to be representative of the exposure for
a flat surface near nadir in the photograph. Actually, the exposure would
be greater than this. The lack of sensitometry, however, requires the
use of such an approximation, and this choice is reasonable. The values
for the expected variance in the measurement of the brightness longitude
for both Missions are presented in Figs. 41 through 70. The values of
this criterion were computed for the range of brightness longitude between
+__15° where the positive values correspond to areas sloped away from the
sun and for various values of target size ranging from 8 resolution
elements to 1 resolution element. It should be noted that for those frames
which were overexposed, the values of these numbers are exceedingly
large which would be expected on the basis of the results in the Phase II
Final Report (Z).
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The other system performance criterion is based upon the signal-to-
noise ratio of a right circular cone sitting on a flat surface near nadir in
the photograph. Two cone geometries are analyzed, cones having a base to
height ratio of 4:1 and cones having a base to height ratio of 14:1. The base
diameter of the cone is a variable which can be changed to compute various
values for this criterion. Again, the value of the signal-to-noise ratio is
a function of all the quality parameters measured in each of the three classes.
In addition, the value of this criterion also depends upon the relationship
between absolute exposure and recorded density on the GRE film. The
approximate procedure described above to establish absolute exposure was
again employed in evaluating the signal-to-noise ratio for those frames
which were overexposed. This approximation would tend to produce higher
signal-to-noise ratios than actually obtained in those cases where the cone
target does not cast a shadow (phase angle less than 63.4 ° ) at the 4:1 base-
to-height ratio. The results for each of the frames analyzed in both
missions are presented in Figs. 71 through I00.
Z6
5. CONCLUSIONS
It can be concluded from the results of the analysis of both Lunar
Orbiter I and II data, that the system performance with respect to signal
detail rendition was nominal. The data obtained from the 6 frames from
Mission I analyzed at the low level (i.e., a small number of measurements)
does not indicate any difference in performance from those frames analyzed
at the high level.
The noise level measurements made for both missions yielded data
that were smaller than the nominal value, but consistent with the excessive
exposures attained on most of the frames analyzed. The observed over-
exposure was such that most of the recorded GRE densities were outside
of the range where sensitometric control was provided, the problem being
more severe for the Mission I data.
The systems did not perform nominally with respect to signal level
in that the GRE response was not linear and the processing in the spacecraft
was not complete.
For most of the frames analyzed, the signal-to-noise ratio was only
slightly affected by the excessive exposures because both the signal power
and noise power were decreased. In those cases where the test cone will
cast a shadow, such as frame 85 from Mission I and all Mission II frames
except 88, 124 and 174, the signal-to-noise ratio is increased above the
nominal value by the overexposure.
The estimate of the variance in the measurement of the brightness
longitude for the square target areas shows a larger value than expected,
primarily due to the excessive exposure. In addition, since the majority
of GRE densities are outside of the region where sensitometric control is
available, these densities cannot be reliably converted to relative or
absolute camera exposures. Consequently, the Lunar Orbiter I and some
of the Lunar Orbiter II photographs will have little value for determining
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